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Forcepoint ONE 
Data Security  
for Email
Stop data leaks and secure email from the cloud

Forcepoint ONE Data Security for Email is a comprehensive 
solution designed to safeguard sensitive information, 
enhance email security and streamline policy enforcement. 
Whether your workforce operates remotely or within the 
office, Forcepoint ONE ensures controlled access to 
business data while keeping malicious actors at bay.

Email is the highest risk channel for data exfiltration. 
Forcepoint ONE Data Security can be deployed on M365 
Exchange, Google Workspace and other popular cloud 
email platforms in minutes, extending policy coverage and 
enhancing native email capabilities.

Industry-Leading Data Loss Prevention
Forcepoint ONE Data Security for Email provides the industry’s largest 
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) classifier library. This comprehensive library 
empowers organizations to accurately identify and protect sensitive 
information, ensuring compliance and mitigating risks effectively.

Unified Policy and Incident Management  
Across All Channels
The Forcepoint ONE Data Security for Email solution sits within the 
Forcepoint ONE platform. Providing the benefits of consistent DLP 
policy enforcement across all channels, including email, web, cloud 
and endpoints in one UI. Our industry-leading DLP solution manages 
incidents and policies within the same console, Forcepoint ONE, 
simplifying management and enhancing operational efficiency.

Datasheet

“Email is the 
most used 
application  
by enterprises”
Forrester
The Enterprise Email Security 
Landscape, Q1 2023



Agentless Solution  
for Comprehensive Coverage
Our agentless solution extends coverage to endpoints 
and Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) environments, 
eliminating deployment complexities and ensuring 
seamless protection without compromising user 
experience. Whether it’s company-managed devices or 
personal smartphones, Forcepoint ONE Data Security 
for Email delivers complete oversight of sensitive data 
leaving the organization.

Advanced Email Security  
with Granular Control
Experience advanced email security features with 
granular control, allowing organizations to define and 
enforce policies tailored to their specific requirements. 
From encryption and quarantine to manager 
approval workflows and more, our solution provides 
comprehensive protection against evolving email threats.

Mail Client Agnostic
Our solution is mail client agnostic, supporting any email 
client without the need for additional agents. Experience 
seamless integration and protection across diverse email 
environments, ensuring consistent security standards 
across the organization.

Global Compliance
Achieve global compliance effortlessly with our out-of-
the-box DLP templates covering over 150 regions. Ensure 
adherence to regulatory requirements and industry 
standards, mitigating compliance risks and bolstering 
organizational resilience.

“The email inbox is 
often, and justifiably, 
seen as the critical 
battle line that must  
be held”
Forrester
The Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Email Security,  
Q2 2023
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Powerful cloud-native data security solution that safeguards the #1 channel for data loss and breaches.

 → Part of the Forcepoint ONE platform, providing visibility and control across the email channel, endpoint,  
cloud and web for Data Security Everywhere

 → 99.99% uptime with no scheduled downtime 

 → Integrated into Microsoft Exchange, Google Workspace and any other email client  

 → Easy configuration with five-minute setup

Forcepoint ONE Data Security for Email empowers organizations to safeguard their email communications effectively, 
mitigating risks and ensuring compliance in today’s dynamic threat landscape. With industry-leading DLP capabilities, 
unified management and advanced security features, our solution offers unmatched protection for your most critical 
communications channel. Strengthen your defenses with Forcepoint ONE Data Security for Email and stay ahead of 
evolving cyber threats.

“Email and collaboration tools are often 
the gateway to an organization’s most 
sensitive assets”
IDC
Worldwide Messaging Security Market Shares, 2021: Hybrid Work Drives Need  
for Threat Investigation Integration, DOC# US49144522, June 2022
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FEATURE BENEFIT

Integration with Microsoft Exchange and Google Workspace
Utilizes existing email service provider capabilities for advanced 
email security management (quarantine, manager approval, 
encryption and others based on the service)

Easily connects to other popular email service providers
Simplifies security management, connecting through a few steps 
with major email service providers

Fully cloud-native Managed from a cloud interface for a complete SaaS experience

99.99% uptime with no scheduled downtime 
Deployed on AWS globally with high availability so Forcepoint ONE 
Data Security for Email services are always running

Agentless email coverage 
Coverage beyond endpoints extending to mobile devices as well as 
any web client email, regardless of the hardware platform

Leverages the industry-leading capabilities  
of Forcepoint ONE Data Security

1,700+ out-of-the-box data identifiers

Integration with Risk-Adaptive Protection, Device Control included 
and other features for a leading comprehensive DLP solution

Achieve Data Security Everywhere and protect the email  
and all other channels

Unified management of policies and incident alerts from a single UI 
across cloud apps, web, endpoint and email

Sync policies and manage incidents across multiple DLP instances

Forcepoint ONE Data Security for Email Features and Benefits 

“The FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint 
Center (IC3) reported $2.4 billion in losses 
to businesses defrauded by successful 
BEC attacks in 2021 ”
Forrester
The Enterprise Email Security Landscape, Q1 2023
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